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the appearances of the earth, would infer
1700 pounds. Metallic iron is malleable, oxydes or acids. The Professor illustrated !British man-of-war lying in that neighbor- 1
it had been submerged ; or in other
hood,
took possession of it in the name of that
i
his
statements
with
many
beautiful
and
I
which distinguishes it from all iron found in
bis majesty, and planted a flag upon its words, that there had been a deluge. Had
splendid
experiments.
¡
its native state in the mines on this globe.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
the Trap Rocks been melted under an
summit. Not regarding the oath of allegi- not
i
Iron ore, on being hammered, turns into
JAMES K. REMICH.
ance,
it soon afterwards sunk beneath the enormous superincumbent pressure like that
SECOND
LECTURE.
<
Meteoric iron also contains a
■Officeon the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House. powder.
'of the ocean, they would exhibit a very dif
On Monday evening, May 4, was on In waters.
small portion of nicked, which is never
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
Submarine volcanoes are frequent in the ferent appearance from the present one;
ternal Fire, or Volcanoes.
The lecturer (
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year*— found in our native iron.
Grecian Archipellago. And there is good their surface would have been inflated, intu
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
The Lecturer then stated a few theories said it was a tremendous thought, that the
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
evidence
to believe eruptions are more nu mescent and scoriated.
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub which have been devised to explain the ori centre of the earth was a vast mass of li- ’merous under the sea than on the dry land,
Marked changes are produced by the
gin of these bodies. One is, that they are quid boiling flame, But that it was so, was ¡
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
Trap
on the rocks through which it passes.
as the surface of the water is far
The publisher does ijot hold himself responsible tor composed of substances collected out of the in the highest degree probable.
He then inasmuch
1
It turns coal into coke and charcoal; it
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
more
extensive
than
that
of
the
land.
atmosphere. It was sufficient to say of this, glanced at the volcanic regions on the globe, 1
'charged for its insertion.
_____
It is computed by Lyell, a celebrated crystalizes sulphur ; turns clay and sand
that from the most careful and numerous a- beginning with Iceland, which is wholly
The lecturer
writer
on this subject, that there are twenty stone into brick or jasper.
nalysises of the atmosphere nothing like volcanic, being the hottest and the coldest
miscellaneous
described columns of this rock which are avolcanic
eruptions
on
the
globe
every
year.
what these bodies contain has ever been country in the world. He said it was well ,
GEOLOGY.
The force created by the action of fire and bout two miles from the city of Hartford,
* An abridgement of the Lectures on the subject of Ifound. Besides, there is no power in the ascertained that Sweden was rising out of the water in the production of steam, Mr. Silli- Conn. These columns rest on sandstone ;
to bring together so large bodies as these, water at the rate of about four feet in a cen
1Geo!o<yv, delivered by Professor Silliman m Salem, air
.
at the junction they are inflated, just as their
last year, we have thought might be both interest which are sometimes a quarte^r or half a tury ; that is, the ocean is gradually rece man illustrated by boiling water in a tight
whole surface would have been had they
ing and instructive to our readers generally, says the
vessel,
from
which
experiment
it
was
easy
ding from the shores of that country, as the
not been melted under water.
Mr. Silli
Jeffersonian, / and we therefore this week commence mile in diameter, as they pass through the
to
see
that
the
generation
of
a
large
quanti

water marks plainly indicate. X^is he sup
the publication of them, with the intention of continu- heave ns»
man said it was impossible to explain the
ty
of
steam
under
the
earth
might
be
suffi

in®- them weekly until the series is completed.
L hose
Anoih^lhdt’ry is that these stones are posed to be owing to the expulsion of that
of them that we have read are full ot interest, and con
cient to tear asunder mountains, and throw Ihcts connected wiih the Trap rock, but on
tain a vast amount of information relative to the pleas thrown from terrestrial volcanoes. To this part of the crust of the earth, produced by out great masses of melted rocks. Wernet, the principle of fire that had once rendered
ing and useful science upon which they
indeed there are insuperable objections, such as the the internal heat.
it liquid.
there is probably no man in the country who has a bet fact that the composition of these stones is II
In England there are no volcanoes, and the distinguished German geologist, inferred
He then proceeded to the history of the
ter knowledge o"f Geology than Professor billiman, or
that volcanic fires were fed by coal.
The
who is belter qualified to lecture upon it. It is a sci unlike volcanic productions, and that they no evidence that there ever were any. But
granite, the fundamental rock of the globe.—
ence, which, until within a few years, has excited com fail in regions remote from all volcanoes, in the city of Bath, there are heated waters, theory, the Professor said was unworthy of
paratively but very little attention. In reality, it may
the reputation of Wernet. Volcanoes have With Broigniart’s map he exhibited the dif
almost be said to be a new Science, since Cuvier and where no power of ./Etna or Vesuvius could which are known to have existed in their no regard to coal, formation ; their eruptions ferent layers of rocks as they exist in the
other philosophers of the present day have favored the ever hurl them. Another theory is, that present state for more than two thousand
crust of the earth. He illustrated the differ
world with the valuable discoveries made in it, by they are projected from volcanoes in the years.—These waters can be heated only are in places where coal does not exist;
their diligent researches. The abstracts which we
and besides, there are no mines extensive e- ence between stratified and unstratified
.propose to publish first appeared in the Salem Land moon. But it is not possible that any force by|internal fires.
rocks by reference to two loaves of bread,
nough to yield supplies for such furnaces.
mark?
In France there is a series of extinct vol
of a lunar volcano should ever send substan
the one being cut into slices representing the
By
means
of
a
Caloriomoter
it
was
INTRODUCTORY LECTURE.
canoes along the borders of the Rhine.
ces to this globe.
shown that heat could be produced by cold stratified, and the other not cut representing
On Thursday evening, 30th April, at the
Brewster’s theory is that a large planet, They are also to be found in Spain and in
substances. The emersion of zinc and cop the unstratified rocks. The origin of this is
Crombie street church, Professor Silliman
once occupying the space in the solar sys Portugal, in Italy and in the islands of the
It was water that
per plates into cold water combined with a from fire and water.
gave a public lecture to a most crowded, and
tem between Mars and Jupiter, a space now Mediterranean. A volcanic island emer very small body of sulphuric acid, immedi made the layers.—There were mechanical
not less interested and delighted audience. in part filled by the small planets Vesta, Ju
ged from this sea about four years ago. ately created an intense heat.
A similar and chemical influences in these formations.
His specific topic was meteoric stones and no, Ceres and Pallas, has at some period of
There is, therefore, reason to believe that it
arrangement on an extensive scale may be There was chrystalization, which is the re
iron.—He remarked at the beginning that
time exploded, of which some portions went reposes on a bed of fire. There is abundant
in the interior of the earth ; and hence there sult of cohesion from chemical solution.
the science of meteorology embraced all the
, to compose those small planets, and other evidence that volcanoes have been in Pa
may be the production of any quantity of Some of the rocks were entirely subject to
phenomena of the atmosphere, such as the
lestine ; the last probably were those con
portions fell to the earth.
fire,
with steam, gas, and all concomitant the chemical process ; others to the mefiery appearances of ignis fatui, gaseous ex 1
The last theory mentioned, and the one nected with the destruction of Sodom and
i chanical; and others still to the two powers
halations, lightning, aurora borealis, aurora which is the most worthy of confidence, is Gomorrah. They are clearly traced around matters. There are spouting fountains in
i combined.
australis, shooting stars and meteoric stones. the supposition of terrestrial comets. Com the Caspian Sea ; and in the centre of Asia. Iceland, which must be owing to the action
Granite is made up of three substances,
of
fire
upon
water
in
the
earth,
and
to
the
eShooting stars he said were much more fre
In the Azores, the existence of forty vol lastic power of steam in overcoming the viz. quartz, consisting of silex, one of the
ets revolve round the sun ; and there is noth
quent occurrences than we were disposed to
So likewise they pressure of the atmosphere.
ing unphilosophical in the notion of terres canoes is discoverable.
The produc most imperishable things in our world.
believe.
They generally appear in the
trial comets, or fire-balls revolving round the are found in the Maderia, the Canary, and
tion of gas by the burning of gunpowder en Felspar, not quite so hard as quartz, and
night, when the world is at rest.
A few
earth, and occasionally being drawn to it. the De Verd islands, in Madagascar, Bour ables us to conceive in some measure of the composed of two thirds silex, and the re
vears since, in a town in Germany, 100 Such bodies might easily become ignited bon, along the Red Sea, in Sumatra, Java,
Felspar is
mighty results that may and do take place mainder alumine and alkali.
were seen in the course of two hours ; and
and luminous, by compression or motion, or Kamschatka, and on the north west coast from similar causes which are beyond all found in great abundance in Chester, Penn,
not long afterward 140 were seen within the
of America.—They have not existed on
and is manufactured into porcelain.
The
some chemical power.
human control.
same short period. They were represent
the eastern side.—Sufficient relief has thus
third
substance
entering
into
the
formation
Many volcanoes are known to have been
ed as very large, sometimes 100, 120, and
far been had on the western coast, but burning for a long period of time.
FIRST REGULAR LECTURE.
Strom- of granite, is mica, or ising-glass, unlike all
140 feet in diameter.
should these safety valves be obstructed for
Mr.
Silliman
gave
his
first
lecture
in
the
boli has been in a state of eruption 2000 other materials, in being perfectly elastic.
Respecting meteoric stones, the Professor
regular course at the Lyceum Hall, on Fri any length of time, very probably there years.—Fire can easily be created by gal Of the three substances constituting granite,
said he could speak with precision and au
evening, May 1st.
His subject was would be volcanoes on the eastern coast.
vanic arrangements, if primitive heat, or quartz is grey, felspar white ; and mica
thority. The fact that they do fall to the day
(
The Pacific ocean, to a very great extent, that existing when the earth was formed, be black.
earth is beyond dispute. They are solid ig the Chemical Constitution of the earth.
stands upon a basis of fire. There are on
The ancients were well acquainted with
nited balls composed of stone or iron as the He defined geology to be the natural histo- the globe three hundred chimneys, through wanting. What is remarkable in this gal
granite.
Pompey’s Pillar, and Cleopatra’s
ry of the earth, and he said its more exact |
principal ingredients. What was once con object was to inform us of the crust of the I which the fire can escape from its prison in vanic influence, it electrifies all substances Needle were made of red granite.
To de
on which it operates ; the supporters of com
sidered fabulous, is now believed to be real ___ .I.
vpru
This
crust
is nAmnnrntivolv
comparatively
very I ikp
theronffp
centre nf
offlip
thepiirth.
earth. Volcanoes
Volcanoes are
are iustjust- bustion all go to the positive poles, and the termine whether a bed of granite will be du
earth.
'
__
r
____
.
fact. The image that was said to have fal
— «•
1
*.?
•a
—
- '1 .. 4
r.
•• «r«^l
1 ha /»nncprVfL
ly denominated safety
valves, the
conserva
combustibles to the negative.—Thus com rable for use, it is only necessary to see
len down from Jupiter, and which is alluded thin. We are acquainted with it to the i
tive
principles
of
our
globe.
depth
of
ten
miles.
There
are
very
pow

bustibles
in the earth may be drawn togeth whether it has endured the effects of time. If
to in the New Testament, is supposed to
The invariable precursor of a volcano is
it has not been decomposed where it has
erful forces in operation in the interior,
er, burned, and volcanic action produced.
have been a meteoric stone. The fact of its
though absolute certainty respecting them an earthquake, generally attended with
The extent of such action Mr. Silliman been exposed to the fiction of the weather,
having fallen from the heavens, made it an
Chasms are opened in
cannotiie obtained. Knowledge of the in loud detonations.
represented to be very great. An eruption then it may be concluded it will prove good
»object of adoration to the heathen.
In the
terior to the depth of ten miles is had, by the earth, and sometimes cities are swal in Iceland darkened all the northern part of for building.—The Quincy quarry is sienite
vear 465 before Christ, a stone fell at the
means of mines, some of which are half a lowed up. Changes in the atmosphere are Europe, and filled up vallies six miles in granite. When mica is wanting in granite,
’ foot of Pinda, and was carried to Rome to
The seasons are irregular;
mile deep, of wells, borings, canals, sides of also visible.
it is called sienite.
width.
be worshipped. At a somewhat later peri
The position of granite is below all other
mountains, sea-coasts, and especially the in animals utter cries of alarm ; dizziness of
The
Lecturer
said
that
Trap
Rock
had
od, stones are known to have fallen in Chiclination of the strata of rocks. These stra- j the head is experienced by men.
an intimate connexion with volcanoes—and rocks, though it occasionally rises above
The waters of the Ohio were affected by
ta, where they are thrown up as inclined
it was of a most interesting character, and them all. Mount Blanc, Mount Washing
In 1T98 of the Christian era , showers of
planes, reveal the interior to a considerable the earthquake at Lisbon. In the eruption found in abundance in New England. A ton and the Rocky Mountains are Granite.
iron fell in Germany. Likewise, in 1494,
of a volcano, rocks are dashed against
'
f
range of it commences in Greenfield, in this This rock is entirely chrystalized. It is
large fire-balls were seen in a town in Ger- depth.
The Professor stated that geology had to each other, and either ground into powder, Slate, and continues down to New Haven, sometimes the surface rock, as any rock
>many, explosions like thunder were heard,
White smoke
do, not with imagination, but with sober or broken into fragments*
Conn. It presents what are called mural may be.
ond stones fell, one of which weighed 260
Ño animal or vegetable remains are found
matters of fact. It ascertains facts, and then first emerges from the crater, then black, ri fronts, of regular slope, from the vertix
pounds. This was broken, and a fragment
in the granite, trap, serpentine, porphyry or
with the aid of cool reason, applies to them sing like the trunk of a tree.
down
to
the
ruins,
which
generally
lie
in
was suspended in a church, where it re
The most remarkable volcano on the
scientific principles. The uses of this study
large masses below the columns.
The soap-stone rocks. Hence they are called
gained till the French Revolution. In 1620,
he said were manifold. It improves the un globe is in the island of Hawaii, one of the form of this rock is prismatic, and its crack primitive ; as they are believed to have been
the year of the landing of the Pilgrims at
This
has been visited
derstanding t it affords the most rational Sandwich
-----ogroup.
,
.
ing is vertical, so that the w’ater enters into formed before there were any animals or
- examined
.
. and* described
.
Plymouth, a luminous body of iron fell in a kind of amusement; it is confirmatory to the 1 and scientifically
byr
vegetables. To the granite family belong
Kino
01
IHIJUSCIUCIH,
,
1*
---------------------------j
.
.
x
U
VL.
part of the Empire of Mogul.
It was in scriptural history of the earth. Chronology the American Missionaries, to whom Mr. it, freezes, expands, and thus breaks down gneiss and mica-slate.
Gneiss is an admi
It is distinguished by
tensely heated, like iron, taken out of a fur commences with the race of man, geology Silliman awarded high praise, not only for’ its prison walls.
rable rock for architecture, various in its
great
grandeur,
and
is
supposed
to
have
been
nace ; sabres, knives, and daggers were commences with the formation of the globe, their Christian zeal, but for their attainments
I once melted, and therefore a production of appearance, lying next to granite, and the
made of it, at the command of the Emperor, This science tends to illustrate the charac- in science and literature.
Science as well
first that is stratified. Mica-slate is in the
which could not be done, however, till com ter of the Creator ; it discovers materials for as Christianity is under obligations to them( internal fire. It is found in volcanoes, and form of the leaves of a book and is easily
seems
to
be
the
substance
with
which
all
mon iron, in the proportion of one third, was architecture, and shows how the earth may for their devotedness and enterprise,
volcanic productions are united by the clo split, and destitute of felspar. In this rock
mingled with the meteoric substance.
be the most successfully cultivated.
Man
The cause of volcanoes is internal fire.-are found gems known by the names of ber
In 1751, afire-ball was seen in a town in in mountainous countries must be hardy and That it exists, there is very satisfactory evi- sest gradation. The etymological meaning yl and garnet. Granite, gneiss, and mica
of Trap is stair, which peculiar form is ex
^Germany, and bursting into pieces, the industrious—in alluvial countries, he is in- dence. There
increase
r.rk— is ~a gradual
y
’nrrpasp of
nf heat
hibited in this rock, and hence its name. slate are the foundation of the world. Most
fragments fell, one of which weighed 71 dined to indolence, luxury and vice. The
The ! as
as we
we descend
descend into
into the
the interior
interior of
of the
the earth.
earth The Giant’s Causeway and the Cave of of the rocks in New England belong to the
pounds, and penetrated three feet into the external appearances of the globe are owing. At two miles below the surface, water will
Fingal are remarkable instances of this kind granite family.
earth. In 1791, a shower of stones fell at to its internal structure.
boil
; at ten-- below, rocks become rpd
red hot.
Water running K
1’--------Upon these are piled the common slate,
of rock. It is generally found to be com
.Sienna, Italy, during a thunder storm. In
through regions in which there is nothing The frozen crust of the globe is supposed to posed of hornblend and felspar ; when ho of which the best for use should be distin
1833, at Austerlitz, a fire-ball appeared of
soluble, is pure and good.
When flowing be about fifty miles thick. We cannot be mogeneous, or of one substance, it is called guished by thinness, firmness, smoothness,
♦great size and beauty—it was too bright to
through places where there is lime or other perfectly secure against the effects of this basalt. It is very heavy and is broken and the absence of foreign minerals. The
ibe looked upon by the eye, and was atten
soluble matter, it is impure.
Wealth de fire. The crust of the earth is liable at any with great difficulty. There are cavities in best common slate is from Wales. There
ded with several loud explosions.
pends on the physicial constitution of the 1 time to be broken. Our security and de this rock in which are found agates and is also the chloride slate, the hornblend slate,
The professor then mentioned a few sim
pendence are upon Him who made the
the hone slate, and the talcose slate, which
chalcedony of the most beautiful kind.
ilar occurrences that have been witnessed in earth.
Geology is divided into positive and spec world, who gave to matter all its laws, and
It is never stratified like many other rocks. is soft and easily broken ; and there is also
¡■the United States.
ulative. Positive geology has to do with who controls its wonderful movements.
It forms what geologists call dikes, by ob the magnesia slate which some famishing in
In 1810, in Caswell County, N. Caroli facts, speculative with reasonings upon those
The sun is a body of fire, occasionally ex
truding itself into other rocks, and driving habitants of savage countries are said to eat.
na, stones fell with loud explosions.
In facts. The great agents that have produ hibiting dark spots on its surface. Mr. S.
through them without regard to order or de Iron is found in the slate at Williamsburg
1823 they fell in Maine ; in 1825, in Ma ced such changes in and upon the earth, are suggested that those spots might be produ
cency. The Professor called it a universal in this State.
ryland, they fell at mid-day, in 1827, at still in existence. They are not dead, nor a- ced by the formation of a freezing crust like
On closing his description of the slate,
mischief maker ; that is, it is found among
Nashville, Tenn, they fell with loud reports, sleep, though they may appear less active this which covers our globe.
If so, the all other rocks, and always appears in the Mr. S. said he had gone through with the
several of them weighing five lbs. each ; in at one time than at another. Some of these time may come when the sun shall all be
character of an intruder.
He said there history of the primitive rocks, so called, be
1829, they fell in Georgia, one of thirty-six agents are attraction, repulsion, fire and wa frozen over, and there shall be no more
cause they are presumed to have been for
was a grand specimen of it in the passage
As to the
pounds weight.
ter, with the various mechanical and chem light nor heat to cheer and warm this solar dug through for the rail road near Lowell, med anterior to the other rocks.
svstem. For the consolation of his audi- and that the celebrated wall discovered a few history of their formation, he said that fire
Mr. Silliman gave a more particular des ical forces.
1-.-------,,
, ,
.
cription of a fire-ball that appeared on the
In regard to. the chemical constitution of ence, he said they would not be here when years since in Salisbury, N. C. was only a had the principal agency ; that geologists
14th of December, 1807- If 'vas seen *n the earth, Mr. Silliman said, that the whole such an event should happen,
mass of Trap Rock.—He supposes it to considered them as the undoubted products
of fire; though the slaty and crystalized
this town at the farthest point eastward, and might be considered as an equation, com^wTpnTTrTURF
have been melted and thrown up above the
rocks should be regarded as the joint pro
at Maryland, the farthest point westward, bustion being on one side, and supporters of
third l
•
.• surface of the earth by internal beat.
Professor Silliman resumed the subject of
being large and brilliant enough to be distin combustion on the other. This gave it, he
duction of fire and water.
guished through a space of more than three stated, an admirable simplicity.
On. one volcanoes. He said volcanic mountains built
A part of the primary senes is the statu
FOURTH LECTURE.
hundred miles.
It exploded and fell in side of the equation are, as the supporters of themselves up by force of fire below them,
ary marble, or primary limestone, which is
Mr.
Silliman
commenced
with
some
addi

Weston, Conn. Its fragments were discov combustion, oxj'gen, iodine, cromme, and In an eruption, they sometimes explode and
most beautifully deposited in New England,
ered at a distance of ten miles from each chlorine ; on the other, every thing that will sometimes collapse. There are eighty prin tional remarks on Trap Rocks. He said especially in Lanesborough and Sheffield,
other, and one of them weighed two hun burn, all the metals and a variety of other cipal volcanic eminences connected with the difficulty in regard to their formation though it is very rare in Old England. Beds
might be explained by the supposition that
substances. All the supporters of combus jEtna. He stated that there are submarine they had been protruded from the bottom of of it are elegantly situated between the stra
dred pounds.
Large masses of meteoric iron have been tion are kept in confinement by being in volcanoes which notwithstanding the enor the ocean. In the first chapter of Genesis ta of gneiss and mica-slate. Being in com
found in various parts of the world. There combination with other substances, else the mous pressure of the sea, that is on an av it is stated that the earth was once a liquid pany with the primary rocks it is called pri
is one in the interior of Russia, of 1680 lbs. globe would be consumed.—Occasionally, erage about five miles deep, frequently rise mass. « The spirit of God moved upon mary, though composed of different materi
above the surface. They are known by
als from granite, having calcareous lime, and
weight, another in Brazil of 14,000, two however, they are unchained, and direful
the face of the waters,” and at a subsequent
pieces in Peru, one weighing 30,000, the are the results. Combustion is continually the boiling and agMation of the waters ; by period the dry land is said to have appear- carbonic acid.
penou nit' ui y
«ri-----. ,
. _
going on. Even the lungs of man are noth the rising of smoke, and the red hot stones ed.
Aside from the authority of scriptures,
Serpentine rock is so called from having
♦other 80,000.
thrown out. In 1811 a volcanic island a- the geologist, from a simple examination of' the appearance of the back of a serpent.
ing
but
n
laboratory
where
combustion
is
In Louisiana, up the Red River, there
rose near the Azores, and the captain of a
lips a mass of meteoric iron weighing about constant, fhe results of combustion are
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This rock is applied to cutlery by Mr. Ames
of Springfield in a most beautiful and dura
ble way.
It is very different from lime
stone, though frequently associated with it ;
it consists of silex and magnesia. In union
with this, asbestos, a fibrous incombustible
substance is often found. Asbestos was used by the ancients for the preservation of
the ashes of the burned bodies of their de
parted relatives ; and is likewise used by
moderns. It would make excellent dresses
for firemen. Verd Antique marble is made
up of limestone and serpentine. There is a
quarry of this near New Haven. Soap
stone forms beds in mica-slate ; it is magne
sian, consisting chiefly of talc, and is most
valuable for enduring fire. There is a large
bed of it in Groton.

him to stop the preparations for the fete and was attacked by Gen. Bernelle, and defeated
[From the Wabash (Indiana) Courier]
projected review.”
with the loss of 200 men killed and 100 ta
GEN. McCARTY.
ken prisoners.—The new Polish cavalry con
We publish the following “ Card,” without
Two Days Later from London.—By the tributed to the success of the action. There comment, farther than to say that the writer
mail packet Velocity, from Halifax, Messrs. had been serious discontent among the Eng has been, from the beginning of Jacksonism,
Topliff have received the London Standard lish troops at St. Sebastian, on account of the a decided politician of that school, “ without
of Aug. 4, which confirms the death ot Mr. failure of their pay. One of the regiments variableness or shadow of turning.” He
Election, November 7,1836
Rothschild.
refused to perform the usual evolutions on can’t go Van Buren, however, and those who
Mr. N. Rothschild has left seven children, the parade, and it had been found necessary shall be fortunate enough to hear his address
for president.
four boys and three girls. He was born at to allow those who insisted on it, to quit the es will learn the whys and wherefores, we
Frankfort, which town he left more than 20 service. Two hundred men in one regiment have no doubt. He is an able debater, and WILLIAM H. HARRIS
FOR VICK PRESIDENT
’’
years ago, and returned again, where he died immediately left the ranks.
will be a “ hard case to get over,” as we say
A letter from Frankfort states that Mr. here in the West:
in the heart of his family, who were assem
jri
er
Rothschild made his will the day before his
bled to the number of sixty individuals.
A CARD.
Accounts from Madrid to the 25th of July, death, from which it is said to appear that
Jonathan McCarty will attend as many of ELECTORS OF PRESIDENT AND ViqE PRRqIT1
speak of serious troubles in that capita). The his private fortune amounts to about £4,000,- the Circuit Courts in the 5th Congressional
[unpledged.]
S1Di^
person of the Queen was considered in dan 000 sterling. That the place that Mr. Roths District, on the first day of their respective
ELLIS B. USHER, York
ger, and the populace were so much excited child filled in London may not be left vacant, terms, next ensuing, as he possibly can, with
LEVI CUTTER, Cumberland
as to utter cries of“ death to the Ministers?’ one of his brothers, Charles, called the Roths a view of seeing his friends—and if any ob
GEORGE FRENCH, Oxfoffi
The incapacity of Gen. Cordova, and the child of Naples, will leave Frankfort, where jections have been raised against any vote he
EBENEZER FARLEY, Lincoln
want of energy of the officers placed at the he has the post of Consul of the King of the may have given during the late session of
E®
JOSEPH H. UNDERWOOD k
.
JOHN MOORE, Somerset ’ K
head ot the army, had created serious doubts two Sicilies, and will fix his residence in Congress upon any subject of general or na
FO REIGN NEWS
England.
of their good faith and patriotism.
tional policy, he will be proud of an oppor
JOSEPH H. EASTABROOK
The cholera was raging in Hungary and tunity of meeting them and defending the
HENRY CALL, Penobscot ’ Waldo’
Latestfrom Spain.—By the ship Empire,
[From the London Standard, Aug, 4.]
which arrived here yesterday from the Med
News from Spain.—The Journal de Paris other parts of the Austrian dominions. motive of such vote. He will also, if desired,
OTIS LITTLE, Hancock.
There bad been a number of cases even in give his reasons why he cannot, as a consist
iterranean, Mr. Topliffhas received Gibralter of last night contained the following :—
LORENZO SABINE, Washington
Vienna.
papers to August 1.
They contain a con
“ Two English battalions, and one Span
ent friend of Gen. Jackson and the principles
M. Rayneval, the French Minister in Ma he has always avowed and advocated, vote
siderable variety of details of military opera ish battalion, left St. Sebastian on the 30th
THE ELECTION.
drid,
had
obtained
his
recal.
He
was
to
be
tions in Spain. The Carlists had set two ex for Santandar, on board three steamers, to re
for Mr. Van Buren for the Presidency. The
We
publish
below the returns oftheTote.
succeeded,
for
the
present,
by
M.
Bois
le
peditions in motion, which had spread con join Iriarte, arrest the progress of Gomez, and
excitement designing and ambitious men are
Comte. It was stated, on the authority of attempting to produce in this district upon from the several towns in this County 0
siderable alarm. One of them, consisting of thus give Espartero time to reach him.”
2000 troops, entered Soria on the 15th, left it
The Quotiedienne thinks that the battalions letters from the South of France, that sol this subject, may make this course necessary Monday last, for Governor, Senators andV
on the 17th, and proceeded to Riaza. Gen. said to be embarked on board the three diers in the French regiments in that quarter, in justice to himself and friends.
ister of Deeds, so far as they have been recJ
Gomez with five battalions of infantry and steam boats are destined to reinforce the gar were volunteering with alacrity for service in
ed. The votes for Member of Congress and
200 horse, had forced his way into Gallicia, risons of the strong places of Galicia, the As Spain. It was reported that more than
[From the Providence Journal.]
County Treasurer differ very little from that
although efforts were made to intercept bis turias, and Santander, menaced as they are 20,000 men would be sent thither, of whom
Rhode Island in the Field.—By the proceed for Governor.
11,000 would be commanded by Gen. Buprogress by the Queen’s troops. The armies by the progress of the Carlists.
ings of the great Whig Convention, it will
of Gens. Cordova and Evans appear to have
VOTES FOR GOVERNOR
Gen. Manso has abandoned the pursuit of geaud. The news had just reached Paris of
be
seen that Rhode Island is in the field.
the
disturbances
at
Malaga
on
the
26th
of
Ju

been inactive since the last accounts.
Gomez in Galicia, in order to try and stop
YORK COUNTY.
ly. Gen. Cordova had resigned the com Small as she is, she will be felt, and the To
At Malaga, on the night of July 25th, there the progress of Garcia in Castillo.
1836.
i
ries
of
these
days
will
be
disbanded,
just
as
was a serious popular insurrection. At 9
mand
of
the
Queen
’
s
troops,
and
Gen.
SaarsFive pieces of Artillery have just been pla
O
*
g tr
they were by the Rhode Island regiments in
o’clock the National Guard turned out, took ced by the Carlists at the Fort of Fontarabia, field was appointed to succeed him.
EJ
S' c
S
the days of the Revolution. We say to them
possession of the avenues to their posts, and called the Castle ; and 37 wagons charged
05 3^
ST
5*
Battle fought in Mexico.—By the arrival in a confident tone, strike her from tho list of
challenged all who appeared, receiving them with ammunition and projectiles from Tolosa,
?
from Vera Cruz of schooner Caleb Goodwin, Van Buren claims. She does not belong Acton,
with cries of “ the constitution and liberty have been conducted thither.
96 100
forever I Death to tyrants, and pasteleros !n
108
Gen. Bernelle is proceeding in his horrible we learn (says the New York Courier and there, and unless she is recreant to all her Alfred,
95
108 111
Enquirer) that a battle was fought on the former course, she will not be found there. | Biddeford,
They had previously gained over 800 regular mission of burning down crops.
151 165
143 131
troops, who had been recently brought there
64
Gen. Espeleta is said to be dead ; he died 13th of July last, at Ethla, Mexico, between People abroad know but little of Rhode-Isl- Berwick,
65
100 77
to preserve order. The military governor, S. of typhus at Pampeluna.
the government troops, 900 men, and three and politics, if they give her up before the Buxton,
237 248
130 258
We say Cornish,
Just, a brave man, accompanied by an aidThe King of Naples has failed in his proj pieces of artillery, commanded by Gen. Can- day of trial, to Martin Van Buren.
40 101
in
sincerity,
that
the
vote
of
this
State,
in
all
de-camp and a national guard, entered the ect of marrying the Arch Duchess Theresa, alizao, and the Federal troops, (revolution
Eliot,
44 86
guard room and began to expostulate with that princess having objected to him as a ists,) 600 men commanded by General Ala- human probability, will be cast for William Hollis,
223 209
134 215
the troops on their proceedings, when one widower.
vado ; the action lasted half an hour; the Henry Harrison. We say it with no inten Kennebunk, 174 173
159 142
tion
to
deceive
here
or
elsewhere.
It
is
our
levelled a pistol at him which flashed in the
revolutionists
were
completely
routed,
and
K.
Port,
A letter from Madrid, of the 26th ult. says :
99 189
42 106
pan. He continued his expostulations, and
“ The national guard has just defeated a their destruction great, General Alavado (or firm conviction, and nothing but the event it Kittery,
146
9 147
was answered by a discharge of muskets, and fresh insurrectional attempt. Yesterday, at Asvado) taken prisoner, with three other self will change it.
Lebanon,
159 165
his body was run through with twenty bayo the issue ofthe bull fight, the guard was re field officers, who were shot the next morn
Lyman,
132 108
150 104
nets. The civil governor, Count Donadio, tiring, when some men, evidently placed ( ing in the public square. The loss of the
A Voice from Hancock.—The Ellsworth Limerick,
111 133
hearing the drums beat, repaired to the Con purposely on its passage, uttered cries of Government troops comparatively small. Our Radical has broken the Van Buren collar, Limington,
83 234
vent, where the regular troops were quarter “ Long live our liberty,” “ Death to the min informant, who was chief of the Artillery in and is now an able Advocate of the Whig Newfield,
100 129
108 132
ed, and put himself at their head. At 11 isters.” Not a single word was uttered by the Federal troops, says that the interior of cause.
° N. Berwick, 48 112
29 131
o’clock a party of the national guard came the citizen militia ; and the perturbators, find Mexico is in a very agitated state, and that a
“ We have doffed the Jackson and Van Bu Parsonsfield, 36 282
41 252
lip, and after a short parley the regulars mar ing no echo in that armed mass, which re great deal of difficulty will ensue to the Cen ren flag—we have slipped the galling collar Sanford,
91 157
59 144
ched out, shouting“ union forever.” They mained unmoved, fastened to lose them tral Government, owing to the revolutionary of party, and shall henceforth be found the Saco,
258 240
253 212
made known to the national guard, the selves in the crowd. Strong patronilles have movements.
open friends and supporters of those Repub Shapleigh,
41 176
Count, who had disgraced himself as a senti circulated through the town the whole of the
The Mexican squadron were at Vera Cruz lican principles which lie at the foundation S. Berwick, 106
85
92 102
nel. They immediately shot him, and drag night—but order has not been fora moment on the 9th August, getting ready for a cruise. of our national prosperity. We believe it to Waterboro’, 46 180
42 176
ged his body to the square, where it lay ex disturbed. Nevertheless, we have had to de Brig Tama and scb. Bravo.
tally inconsistent with the fundamental prin Wells,
72 182
70 176
posed until 3 o’clock, when it was thrown plore some sanguinary conflicts which took
ciples—and dangerous to the liberties of our York,
53 157
63 152
into a pit. The bells were alternately tolled, place between some soldiers of the national
country, for the incumbent ofthe first office
MAIL
ARTICLES,
and rung merry peals during the night. On guard and the inhabitants (almost all Car
in the gift of the people, to be suffered to
Register of Deeds.
the 26th, the constitution of 1812 was pro lists) of the most infamous quarter of the cap
Texas.—-We are happy to perceive that the nominate, and use his official influence to
claimed and sworn to, and a provisional Jun ital ; twenty five persons were severely volunteers from Kentucky to Texas, have procure the election of his successor. An
? g<9 B >3
ta was established. These insurgents called wounded.”
s
become sick of the enterprise, and have re drew Jackson is the first President that has
» »
•
o’
0
themselves of the party of Mendizabel.
turned. They may be more honorably em ever attempted thus to forestall and control
jr.
s
There are symptoms of insubordination in
Later from England.—The packet ship U- ployed than in bearing arms against a people public opinion. This act must be vetoed by Acton,
other parts of Spain, independently of the nited States, from Liverpool, has arrived at with whom their country is at peace. The the people. We therefore shall be found in
Alfred,
119
77
contest between the Carlist and Christino par New York, bringing London papers to Aug. following is from the Lexington Kentucky opposition to the succession. Other reasons
Biddeford,
153 161
2
ties. The details are too detached, and sep 8. The House of Commons had refused by Intelligencer.—Boston Daily Adv.
equally strong, which will, in due time be Berwick,
59
35
arately too unimportant to deserve to be re a majority of 20, to concur in the amend
Texas Volunteers Returned.—These men found in the columns of our paper, impel us Buxton,
247
249
peated.
ments of the Lords to the Irish Church Bill, having become disgusted with the way things to oppose the election of Martin Van Buren Cornish,
One of the Carlist expeditions above men and the bill in consequence was lost. In the are managed in Texas, have come back a- to the Presidency ofthe United States.
We Eliot,
tioned, had carried off*a large amount of boo House of Commons on the 5th, there was a gain. Capt. L, G. Postlethwaite arrived in need say nothing of R. M. Johnson. We
Hollis,
223 207
ty from Riaza, which they left on the 22d for debate of some interest on the state of things this city yesterday, in good health.
shall run aloft boldly and fearlessly the flag Kennebunk,
173 169
Sepulueda, and afterwards marched upon in Texas, which rose on a motion made by
Col. Wilson, we understand, is in Louis of our country, and under its banner use our Kennebunk-port,
98 191
Penafiel. The loss of the inhabitants of Ria Mr. P. Hoyt for an address to the Crown, ville, and others, the principal members of endeavors to promote the election of WIL Kittery,
142
2
za was computed at 1,000,000 rs. Sepulueda praying that measures may be taken to se the corps, have arrived in Kentucky.
LIAM H. HARRISON, of Ohio, the tried Lebanon,
is but eight leagues from St. Ildefonso, where
patiiot,
efficient
public
officer,
and
honest
This step must doubtless be the conse
cure the fulfilment ofthe treaty with Mexico,
Lyman,
131
108
the two Queens were. The appearance of
to prevent the establishment of slavery in quence of good and sufficient cause, with man, to the office of President of “ these Uni Limerick,
the enemy so near them excited great alarm Texas. Mr. Hoyt was followed by Mr. which the public will expect to be furnished ted States.”
Limington,
among the courtiers, and some of them quit Ward, who supported the motion. It was in good time.
Newfield,
109 121
the place with great precipitation.
Wilson's Mowing Machine.—Having wit North-Berwick,
however opposed by Lord Palmerston, on
49 104
4
The latest dates from Madrid are to July the ground that it was unnecessary, and that
[From the Detroit Daily Advertiser.]
nessed the exhibition of this machine in oper Parsonsfield,
62 262
26. On the 24th the Civil Governor issued it would be an implied censure on Ministers.
Death by Lightning.—A gentleman has ation last Thursday, on the farm of Mrs. Van Sanford,
100
60 52 7
an address exhorting the people to the main
just furnished us with a detail of two most Rensselaer, at Greenbush, we consider it due Saco,
Boston Daily Adv.
259 239
1
tenance of order. The Cortez he said would
The observations he said, of the two hon. shocking deaths by lightning, which occurred both to the inventor and the public, to state Shapleigh,
meet within the month, and he predicted the
at
Saline,
Washtenaw
county,
in
this
State,
that
we
think
it
performed
all
that
could
have
85
6 99
triumph of the true sons of the country, and gentlemen who had preceded him, divided on Monday last. A Mr. Allen Burnham and been anticipated of a machine for that pur South-Berwick,
Waterborough,
68 129
27
the reconciliation of all who deserved the themselves into two different branches—the Dennis Kelly, a hired laborer of Burnham, pose.
Wells,
72 182
one relating to the political part of the ques
name of liberals.
It was propelled by two horses, and mow York,
tion, and the other relating to the trade in were both instantly killed and shockingly
52 154
There is an account of a victory gained by slaves.
burned, together with his barn and five ed a swarth more than six feet wide, as fast
There is probably no choice of Register
a Christino officer, Grases, with 1900 men,
With regard to the political question, un stacks of bay adjoining. The circumstances as the horses could walk, and as it is provi
over a body of 2600 Carlists, under Serradar, doubtedly the possibility that the province of were these : Mr. Burnham and man had just ded with a self-sharpening power, and need of Deeds.
near Seneja, in which the latter had 300 men
SENATORS.
Texas might be added to the United States, unloaded a load of bay, which finished his ed no stops to sharpen, it must, we think,
killed on the spot, and the former lost but 1
harvesting labors, and were at the time of mow about one acre per hour; and notwith
Q
a a 3
o
man, and he died of excessive heat. On the was a subject which ought seriously to en the accident, standing upon the barn floor standing the ground was very rough, and the
S5
0
o
S
0
g*
Cu
3
following day, Serradar lost a hundred more gage the attention ofthe House and of the about 6 feet from the door. A son of Mr. grass dry and tangled, it was left in handsome
3
Q. 2
o
country, but he did not think that the events
5
B
men. In Catalonia, Gen. Mina was cutting
Burnham,
about
12
years
of
age,
was
at
the
order.
It
is
intended
also
to
cut
grain,
and,
B
which had occurred afforded any ground for
S’
0
«3
off some small detached bands of rebels.
B
supposing that there was any such probabil time standing in the door, and three other though we did not see that operation perform
Boston Daily Adv.
ity of its occurring as to call upon this House children of Mr. B. were by. The boy who ed, we are fully convinced, from its success Acton,
119 119 119
to address the Crown with reference to that was standing in the door says he saw a ball in grass, that it will be equally successful in Alfred,
81 82 82
Biddeford,
150 163 162 163
From France.—The packet ship Charles matter. The state of Texas at presen t was of fire descend, and his father stagger and the harvest field.
221 221 241 249 247 240
As the manufacturing interest is now, by Buxton,
Carroll, from Havre, arrived at New York on this—a revolt having taken place there, the fall;at the same time his cap was blown
64
64
64
60 60 60
Sunday last, bringing Paris papers to July 25. Mexican army had been despatched for the from his head out of the door. As he turn the aid of labor-saving inventions, infinite Berwick,
They afford the following news, which we purpose of putting it down. The first opera ed from picking up bis cap, he for the first lengths ahead of agriculture, in the race of Cornish,
time
saw
Kelly
lying
on
the
floor
bleeding,
Eliot,
improvement, it cannot but be cheering to
copy chiefly from the New York Courier & tions had been greatly successful, but a part
The barn by every patriotic eye, to see inventive genius Hollis,
of the army having very considerably advan with his bowels gushed out.
Enquirer.
this time was in a fearful state of ignition, and
Kennebunk, 174 174 174 173 173 173
We find an annunciation in the Moniteur ced before the rest, it was surprised by the before the bodies could be got out of the coming in to the timely aid of agriculture,
K. Port,
96
99
99 190 190 190
to the following effect: “ The Ministers as Texian force, routed with great slaughter, barn, the head of Mr. Burnham and the feet which, though thus far neglected, is wrII
Kittery,
146 146 146
sembled at the house of the President of the and the President taken prisoner. It might of Mr. Kelly were burnt off. When the life worthy of all the aid which human talent can
131 131 131 106 108 108
Council. They afterwards went to the King be possible that the resistance of the people less remains were taken out and examined, it bestow; and we think, with a few more such Lyman,
inventions as the one in question, agricultural Lebanon,
at Neuilly. It was decided that no review of Texas might prevail against the authori
was found that nearly every bone in Kelly’s stock may stand in fair competition
ties
of
Mexico,
but,
on
the
other
hand,
the
with Limerick,
should take place on the 29th July.” This
body was broken ; his thigh bone and from
measure appears to have been adopted in numerical strength lay with the army of the his knee downwards, was split through the those ofcotton-spinning, steamboats, or rail- Limington,
Newfield,
106 105 107 127 123 134
consequence of serious apprehensions that Mexican Government, who from the last ac centre, so that the marrow dropped out, and roads.-—Albany Argus.
N. Berwick, 54
54
52 108 109 109
another attempt would be made on the life of counts which had been received were pre his side was torn open and his bowel» hang
Parsonsfield, 62
62
62 263 261 268
the King, at the Review, with which the fetes paring to make fresh efforts to reinforce their
The
Hon.
Henry
Clay
lately
had
a
maring out as above described by the boy. Mr.
142 147 147
89 90 96
usually given in commemoration of the revo army, and from what had already happened Burnham was an active and respectable vellous escape from death. He was riding Sanford,
Saco,
258 239 238 239
lution of July, were to commence. All Paris the final result of the struggle could not be
on
horseback
in
one
of
his
fields,
surveying
member
of
the
Methodist
Episcopal
Church,
S. Berwick, 180 178 187
6 4
6
indeed seems in a state of great agitation. inferred.
his cattle, when a furious bull, maddened
With respect to the conduct of the United and has left a wife and five children to mourn from some cause or other, rushed towards Shapleigh,
The correspondent of the Journal du Havre
his untimely death. Kelly was a steady, res
Wells,
72
72
72 182 182 182
says “One would suppose that political ex States of America in the matter, although he
pectable young man from the State of New him, and plunging his horns with tremendous Waterboro’, 59
60
68 143 138 167
asperation, which had slumbered for a year was aware that individuals in those States York.
force into the horse on which Mr. Clay was York,
52
52
52 157 157 157
past, has revived with all its former fury and had given great assistance to the revolting
seated, killed the poor animal on the spot.
vengeance. It is whispered that a vast con population of Texas, yet the conduct of the
S
cattering.—In Biddeford, James McAr
The
distinguished
rider
was
thrown
to
the
The New York Burnt District.—At least
spiracy has been discovered, that many hun responsible Government of America was the
distance of several feet from his horse, and thur and Jonathan Hammond (whigs) receiv
dred guilty or suspected persons have been reverse. If regard were had to the Presi one third of the buildings in the burnt district though somewhat hurt by the fall, escaped
are
already
occupied,
and
more
than
threeed 150 votes each, and there were three votes
arrested, and that lists of names of a still great dent’s message to Congress, it would be found
without material injury.—F/uW. Gaz.
for other persons.—In Saco, McArthur had
er number have been seized, arms, it is said, to contain an unequivocal declaration of that fourths of the lots have warehouses on them
have been found, prisons have been opened Government to take no part in the Mexican in such a state of forwardness that they will
257 and Hammond 258.—In South Berwick
be
completed
before
the
cold
weather
sets
in.
A
New
Orleans
paper
gives
a
report,
that
at Doullens and other places, that the military civil war, and that in accordance with that
Mr. Poinsett, of South Carolina, has been there were 2 scattering votes.
are deeply involved, and that dark projects declaration orders had been issued to enforce
“
appointed the commissioner to examine in
The
Weather.
—
On
Tuesday
night
we
had
the
laws
in
prevention
of
individuals
mixing
were on foot for the solemnity of the 29th
TOWN REPRESENTATIVES.
July, which have been happily discovered. themselves up in the matter. He (Lord Pal a killing frost, and it was feared that the ten to and report on the political condition of
Alfred, John Holmes.
Texas,
preliminary
to
sending
a
diplomatic
der
corn
in
this
vicinity
had
perished.
Some
This much is certain, that the King, M. de merston) had that opinion of the honour and
Biddeford, Elisha Perkins.
Theirs, and M. de Talleyrand, have returned good faith of the Government of America as of it suffered much injury, but we «reassured agent to that country.” It has been general
Berwick and North Berwick, Daniel Clark
to Pt<ris ; that the review ofthe 29th is coun not to suppose that they would not act up to by an intelligent farmer of York, Me. that ly understood here, that a resident of this city
Buxton, A. L. Came.
termanded, and that the alcove constructed that declaration ; and he thought fresh cir enough is already secure beyond the reach has been appointed the agent to Texas, and
Hollis, Thomas Carte,
that
he,
several
weeks
ago,
left
the
city
on
of
frost,
to
render
the
crop
equal
to
that
of
around the Triumphal Arch has been remov cumstances ought to arise before an address
Kennebunk, Tobias Walker.
ed. Vague rumors are in circulation of a should be sent to the Crown on the political last year, and if the weather should continue that business.—Nat. Int.
Kennebunk-port, William Patten.
warm
for
a
few
days
longer,
the
crop
would
vast conspiracy, the ramifications of which branch of the question.—(Hear, hear.)
Kittery, Roger Dearing.
be greater than has been raised in that region
extend to Lyon, as well as to several regi
Return of the Ann-Parry.—This Whale
Lyman, no choice.
He proceeded to reply to what had been
ments, of the Line. Nothing less is spoken said relative to slavery, and argued that no for some years.—Portsmouth Gaz.
Ship, after an absence of three years and
Newfield, Moses Ayer.
of than a Society under the title of Avengers interference at present was necessary. Mr.
eight months, returned to our harbor on Wed
Parsonsfield, Harvey M. Towle.*
of Alibeaud.
OQr’The Mackerel fishery, which at the nesday last, with a freight of 1950 bbls.
Sanford, no choice.
Hoyt declined pressing the motion.
Commencement of the season, promised well, Those who have engaged in the enterprise
Saco, Moses Emery.
“ The King who has always shown him
The Carlist General Gomez, on the 28th,
South Berwick, Josiah W. Seaver*
self so courageous and so politic, consented attempted to penetrate into Oviedo, but he has latterly, we are sorry to hear, proved al will doubtless receive a satisfactory compen
most an entire failure.
Wells. Theodore Wells.
sation for their adventure. In 1835, no less
with difficulty to countermand the review of was repulsed, and proceeded towards the
York, Solomon Brooks.
than 88 Whale Ships anchored in the harbor
the 29th. It required all the influence ofM. mountains of Leon. Gen. Villareal made an
Several cases of Cholera Asphyxia have of Payta, with 69,730 bbls, of oil. Tonnage,
de Montalivet, his constant friend, to induce attempt upon Zubiri, but was repulsed. He
Q^The names of whigs are in Italics.—
occurred in Augusta, Geo.
29,715, and 2200 men.—Portsmouth Jour.
independent^
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P<>rtuS«l—The ship Ariosto arrived here yesterday from St. Ubes, bringing
^ta Court of Prolate held at Alfred, withLisbon
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Lisbon papers
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Bntish Auxiliary force in Spain. He died of
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Court
rnnor and cbild of Moses
sickness, under which he had been suffering
^0771//, late of Sanford, in said county, yeoGEE
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Gubernatorial votes.—Governor Duti- '—The Alumni
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Senators.
Messrs. Ham, Woodman and Mildram are
hv0^mLelr‘erfSeno0r8Zr0,nthi8CoUnty’
by a majority of from 2 to 400 votes.
In Cumberland, Messrs. ’Soule, Woodbury,
Greene and Littlefield are chosen—the last
named by a very small majority.
.?n.“e!’.: “e6!re; Smrance’ Bmaon

mong whom were many gentlemen, highly
distinguished in the political and literary
world, frorn^ different States in the Union.
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Attempt to Steal Santa Anna.—A schooner
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day in November next, at ten ofthe clock in particularly for the Spanish and South Amer
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tember was received several days since. Its of flies, by simply washing the parts with the
without clasps ;
debts and legacies and charges of administra
tering votes.
Memorandums, of various sizes ;
tion :
contents are as follows :—Original papers. extract of Pennroyal.—Flies will not alight
iPRESENTATIVES.
ORDERED—That the said administratrix Paint boxes ; Hair Pencils ;
Obstacles to the advancement of Literature a moment on the spot to which it has been
SHIP NEWS.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus Sevvill’s and Munroe’s Drawing Pencils•olmes.
in the United States. The night and rhe applied. Every man who is compassionate
Transparent Slates for Drawing ;
K
to his beast, ought to know this simple rem
KENNEBUNK,, SEPT. 17, 1836? ing a copy of this order to be published three Dot, Pea and common Wafers ; ’
morning, by Miss H. F. Gould. Journal of a edy, and every livery stable and country inn,
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
cruise among the West India Islands. Ex ought to have a supply on hand for travelzette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county Farina’s Cologne water—genuine.
memoranda.
Came.
do.
dok ;
Sac0) s t. 30,-^-rfoed, schs. Hew Hope, that they may appear at a Probate Court to French
Carte,
tract from “ The Sea,” an unpublished poem. levs.—Yankee Farmer.
Phillips, Portsmouth ; Congress, Perkins, Bos- be held at Limerick, in said county, on the Razor Straps; Penknife Hones ;
obias Walker.
Nothing of consequence. The Poet, by Ru
EdW”rd9' Nan’ first Monday in October next, at ten of the Oxygenated and other Fancy Soaps t
Caution.—The Taunton Gazette describes IXlfKorU1,
rt, William Pattern
fus Dawes, Esq. Gelepiana. The Parting. a case of insanity in that town, in the person
clock m the forenoon, and shew cause, if any Composition Soap;
Dearing,
Philosophical Musings. To a Lady. Love’s of a lad of fourteen years of age, caused by N.wOd".’nd;75.86‘h Ju,y’ bri’’ H0taCe’ F-- they have, why the said account should not Naples Shaving Soap—a superior article ;;
ice.
be allowed, and the prayer of said petition White and Brown Windsor do. do. ;
young dream. Lines by the late F. M****#. the habit of occasionally standing on his head
is Ayer.
t
Ar at Philadelphia, 7th, sch. Tiberius, Al granted.
Ever-Pointed Pencil cases, a great variety.
r
as
the
feat
is
termed
—
thus
inducing
an
un

larvey M. Towley
bee, hence.
Sea Sickness. The Arena, by Lt. G. W. Pat
For sale by
D. REMICH.
Attest,
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
due fullness of the blood vessels in that re

reAr. at Boston, 13th, brig Rival, Perkins, Syd
>ice.
ten. Literary notices—Elkswatawa ; A year gion, and producing such a pressure on the ney,
A true copy—Attest,
August 18, 1836.
7,
j
WM. Cutter Allen, Register.
in Spain. Editorial Miscellany—New works, brain as to interrupt its proper functions.
“jMiahW. S«"t'
NAtvyine.:?>’6!Lh
?biP p»o‘o’”s- Parson«,
September 10.
J>LACK SAND, for sale by
in
press
;
Western
Periodical
Literature
;
Re

loading
”
^
’
10
’
b
"
g
Rlthlno
"
d
Packet,
Emery,
e Wells.
We
have
rarely
heard
of
a
better
joke
than
June 9.
D' REMICH‘
Brooke.
cent publications ; To publishers ; To Cor- 1
SPOKEN.
op tbe Sangoreans to break the
LIME.
i of whigs are i» 8
respondents.
Aug.
16,
Jat.
49,
Ion.
13,
barque
Bohemia,
Phffblk Bank.,
Tf OR Sale a quantity of LIME.
I hompson, from New Orleans for Liverpool.,
PASTE BLACKING, for
X
WM. LORD.
D. REMICH.
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Diarrhoea, Scorbutic and scrofulous affec-|J)Ra CHASERS
j
For the immediate relief and Radical Cure ol
tions It is also for sale by most of
Hernia or Rupture.
agents for Dr. Holman’s Medicines.
Nos. 9 & 10, Penhallow-street,
Portsmouth,
(N.
H.)
The
following
named
persons
are
agents
pó E T R Y •
HIS article is the invention of Heber
HAS prepared and constantly on hand for the above named medicines. In New
Chase, M. D. of Philadelphia, honora
SONG.—by l. e. L.
and for sale, wholesale and retail, the Hampshire, Kittredge & Cleaveland, Lam
prey River; Uri Lamper, Hampton; Up- ry member of the Philadelphia Medical So
I loved her ! and her azure eyes
following Medicines :—
Plains; James ciety.
kt
GRAND RESTORATIVE. U
prey & Berry,„Rochester
_
Haunted me from sweet sunrise
These instruments have been submitted to
This Vegetable Medicine stands unrivalled
Ossipee : Wm. Gault, Concord ; Wm.
To the dewy evening’s close,
for the
the following
following complaints,
complaints, viz
viz :■:-DyspepFalls, Somersworth; the test of experiment, in that city and other
v Dyeing rosier the rose,
for
Yet 1 said, ’tis best to be
sia or Indigestion, diseased Liver, Bilhous John H. Wheeler, Asa A. Tufts, Dover ; places, for about 2 years, under the observa
Free—and I again was free.
tion of some of the first surgeons of that
Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, ^stlv^ne&9’ Dr W. Norwood, Exeter ; John R. Red
Worms and Loss of Appetite, and by cleans ing, Haverhill -, Elder Guy Beckly, Keene. place; whose unqualified recommendation
But I changed—and auburn hair
they have obtained, as being the best article
ing the stomach and bowels, cures pains m In Massachusetts, by H. Haselton, Haver
Seemed to float upon the air ;
ever offered to the public : having been found,
and
breast,
colds
ana
the
side,
stomach
ana
uieum,
b
ill
;
Elijah
Porter,
No.
iJ,
wasnmgivu
Till I thought the orange flower
hill
3,
in a large proportion of the cases, not only to
coughs of long standing^ hoarsenes^^hort- gale»m^ Maynard & Noyes, No. 13, CornhdJ
Breathed of nothing but her bower,
be held at Alfred, withm andforthe County nZsfof breath," nervous complaints, &c. which Wm. Brown, Washington st. and Geo. M. afford immediate relief to that distressing and
Yet I said, ’tis best to be
ness Li
------“
’••------- , Its virtues Mead, Union st. Boston. In Maine, by Dr. dangerous disease, but, by a few months’ use
of York, on the last Monday of May, A. D. 1I is frequently the effect
Free—and I again was free.
of disease,
in re Beniamin Plummer, Bangor ; Artemas Car to effect a radical cure : and thus render the
(surpass any thing heretofore known
kr
Next I loved a'Moorish maid ,
YlTJMBLY shews Daniel Junkins of moving St. Vitus’ “Dance ; two bottles have ter and Runnells & Donham, Portland ; longer wearing of the instrument unnecessary.
The Committee of the Philadelphia MedAnd her cheek of moonlit shade ,
York, in said County of York, yeo been known to cure this afflicting disease, af Elder
Elder Henry
Henry Frost,
Jbrosrt, Cornville
uornvnie ;, William
o
Societyj who were appointed
Pale and languid, left my sleep
man, that he’is owner of Ten Shares. ini lot ter having baffled every exertion for four Spring, Calais; Capt. James A1^e, St.merits of the Various insti1 to investiNot a shade but hers to keep,
instruments in
years.
It
has
a
most
powerful
influence
in
vens; Sami Jackson, R. & Co. Belfast,
for the lreaUnent of Hernia,
of land in said York, containing
Yet I said, ’tis best to be
’ >, reported in
acres
more
or
less,
said
lot
is
bounded
North
removing nervous complaints. It is pleasant Samuel Adams, Cape Neddick ,
Free—and I again was free.
ffavor
r oi
hat oof
f Dr.
of tthat
Dr. Chase
Chase :: to
to wwhich report.
Westerly by land of Samuel McIntire, south to take and in its operation so much so, that Sawyer, Ogunquit ; Capt. Wm.. Gooch
Gooch,
contained
in
tbe
February
No.
contained in the February No. ol
of the AmeriWesterly bv said Junkins’ land, North East it may be administered to the infant with Wells; D. REMICH, Kennebunk,• Oliver
But there came a lovelier one ;
O ei can
TnnrnaModicill
l of
Medical
Scie
’ y'P
__ oftho
--Wells jz* _________ > —
Journal
of the
the ScipHOPC
Medical ------------gciences,
memerly
by
land
of
Joseph
Freethy,
and
South
She undid all they had done,
Bourn,’ Kennebunk-port ; Rev. Ansel Ger- <bers of the medical profession are here re>
CJO
V
Westerly and South Easterly by Folly Pond,
I loved—I loved her—ah, how well I
Directions for receiving this or any other risk, Sbapleigh ; Rev. E. Baker, Alfred ; John
Language has no power to tell,
so called, that he is owner of said ten shaies, of the following named medicines accom- Skeele, Sanford Corner ; Shelden Hobbs, for red.
These instruments can only be used, with
Now the wonder is to me
. pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates North Berwick; Enoch Goodale, Saco,
in said lot, with persons to your
How I ever lived while free ?
■ unknown, and that he is desirous of holding; of the efficacy of this medicine have been re Wm. Winslow, Brunswick ; James Bowman, the greatest prospect of success, under the
his said shares in severalty. Wherefore, he ceived from the Rev. Mr. George Storrs, a Gardiner ; Tappan & Ladd, Augusta ; Jesse care of a person well acquainted with the An
' TEMPÉRANCE department
prays your Honors to cause partition thereof talented and highly esteemed Minister of the Tavlor, Norridgewalk ; Hanscomb & Quim- atomy of the diseased parts.
They are also highly recommended by
A VOICE FROM THE SANDWICH to be made, and bis aforesaid shares of the Gospel, of the Methodist Episcopal Church : byfsaccarappa ; Thomas S. Bowles, Buxton. ¡ Profs. Horner, Jackson, Gibson, McLellan &
sametobedivided^d^offffo^
also,
from
William
Walker,
Esq.
an
officer
of
Qÿ’All directions signed m the hand wn-. Rush of Philadelphia ; A. G. Smith, of Ohio
ISLANDS.
the Customs of the Port of Portsmouth, N.H. ting of the proprietor.
“
Mr Editor—Evidences are continually
Medical College ; and Drs. Harris & Bryant,
by Ch. O. Emerson, Atty.
—Mr. Josiah Webster, deceased, late a Mes
Sept. 19.
surgeons of the U. S. Navy.
accumulating of the horribly destructive in
senger of the several Banks in Portsmouth,
York, May 26,1836.
The subscriber, who is Agent for Dr,
fluences of those men who, for the sake of
and Mr. Robert Foster, Printer of the same
Chase for this place and vicinity, was recent
are sending out intoxicating liquor
STATE OF MAINE.
place ; which gentlemen it is well known TO PERSONS AFFLICTED WITH THE FOLLOWly informed by Dr. Coates, Chairman ef the
to be sold as a beverage to unevangelized York ss....^t the Court of Common Pleas be here are as credible, respectable and compe
above committee, and Dr. Hays, editor of
gun and held at Mfnd, unthm and for the tent witnesses as any persons in this commu
ING COMPLAINTS, VIZ X
and partially civilized nations and tribes of
the American Cyclopedia of Practical Medi
County
of
York,
on
the
last
Monday
oj
May,
Scurvy,
nity.
Also
from
the
Hon.
Judge
Burgin,
of
Scrofula,
men. Writes a gentleman ffom the Sand
cine, that the confidence of the profession i»
Foul
Festering
EAllenstown,
N.
H.,
Mr.
Isaac
K.
Palmer,
of
JI. D. 1836.
,
,
Leprosy,
the utility and success of the instrument had
wich Islands
•
N the foregoing petition the Court older, Concord, N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East
ruptions,
been increasing since the report of that com
« Could those men who send out the li
that the Petitioner notify all persons Cambridge, Mass, and several other as re- Salt Rheum,
Pimpled
and
CarSt. Anthony’s Fire,
mittee.
quor, see the destructive effects of their la
interested, by causing an attested copy of
buncled Faces,
These instruments will be applied and fit
Fever Sores, even
bors, they would sooner sink their cargoes said Petition, and this order thereon, to be SpeCtHOLKN’S BONE OINTMENT.
ted to each case by the subscriber.
Sore Eyes,
when
the
bones
are
published
three
weeks
successively
in
the
This Ointment stands at the head of all
in the ocean, than send them out here to ru
BURLEIGH SMART.
Sore Legs,
affected,
in the bodies and souls of men.
Nor are Kennebunk Gazette, a newspaper printed at remedies for the following diseases which
Kennebunk,
July,
1836.
Scald
Head,
Kennebunk, the last publication to be thirty
the heathen, or the residents on those is days, at least, before the term of this Court, human nature is heir to, viz. -.—Rheumatism White Swellings,
Taints,
both
chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains, Violent Eruptions Venereal
lands, the only men that are ruined by this to be held at Alfred, aforesaid, on the third
when Mercury has Medicioes, Paints and Oil.
bruises and contracted tendons of long stand
after Measles,
HAVING taken the stand formerly occu
vile thirst of gain, and this reckless disre Monday of October next, that all such pei ing. It discusses all tumors, renders stilt
failed,
pied by John Lillie, the subscriber
gard of the temporal and eternal interests of sons may then and there appear, and shew joints limber by producing a healthy muscu Ulcers.
and all disorders arising from an impure offers
,
articles
in the above line cheap for cash.
cause,
if
any
they
have,
why
the
prayer
of
men. Our own countrymen who occasion
lar action.
, .,
state of the Blood and Humors—»re assured
—among which are—ally visit those Islands, often fall into the said Petition should not be granted.
It assuages pains in Biles and Abscesses.
Honduras Sarsaparilla Root—a highly es
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, ClerK.
Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed
pit which their fellow countrymen have dug
teemed article for all kinds of humors and
DR. RELFE’S
Copy
of
said
petition
and
order
thereon,
Breasts
in
females
if
applied
in
its
early
stage,
for them. Often a poor American youth,
Chronic Rheumatism ;
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
prevents suppuration or matter forming, and
far from country and home, the son of some
English Extract of the same article;
Sept. 2,1836.
__________________ ___ gives in all cases immediate ease from PainContinue Unrivalled,
poor widowed mother, having escaped the
Marshall’s do.
do.;
Certificates of this fact could be given if ne for the Prevention, Relief, and Cure of these
Swaim’s Panacea—warranted genuine;
dangers of the ocean, falls, to rise no more,
notice
cessary. This remedy is offered to the pub
Cinchonine and Sulphate Quinine ;
complaints.
a victim to the cupidity of his countrymen ;
lic with the full assurance that it far excels
Morphine, and Sulphate do.;
In proof of which read the following
so that their guardians and protectors have
HE Copartnership heretofore existing the opodeldocs and liniments of the present
Cou^h Lozenges and Jujube Paste-fash
Remarkable
cure
of
a
case
of
12
years
to appeal to those who were lately in all
day,
for
the
above
diseases.
—
A
trial
is
only
under the firm of
ionable articles for coughs and sore throats;
the darkness and pollution of paganism to BASTON & FURBISH wanted to give it the decided preference to standing : Extract of a letter.
Swaim’s Vermifuge ;
Sir_ a My leg, which before did not look
shield those under their care from the pois is this day, by mutual consent, dissolved. All every thing else. Many physicians of em
Tooth Ache Drops ;
inence
have
used
this
ointment
and
extol
its
like
a
human
limb,
is
now
entirely
healed
onous influence of men called Christians, persons indebted to said firm, either by note
Balsam of Honey—for soreness and weak
un, (after resisting every other application ness of the stomach and lungs ;
who from their own country are sending out, or account, are requested to call on William merits.
A
certificate
of
Mr.
Robert
Gurney,
Cari
Lignum Vitae Wood ; China Root; Sassa
and retailing after it is landed, streams of Baston, who is authorized to settle all r irra riage maker, of Portsmouth, of the cure of his ;for 12 years I) Previous to taking yonr
noti’centS’and Pay wVlLUMWBASTOn'
Relle’s Botanical Drops, I had given up all fras bark and Bitter Sweet—approved sub
death and liquid fire to consume them.
daughter of a contracted knee, accompanies
stances for medicinal beer, for diseases of the
The following is just come to hand
hope of relief.”
MON ASSEH FURBISH. and envelopes each vial.
Another Case.
An Agent writes- skin and liver ;
Itch Ointment.—Directions for using this
To the King and Chiefs of the Sandwich
Wells, August 30,1836.
6«r
Lobelia Herb, seeds, and pulverized ;
preparation accompany each box. This oint « There is a person taking the Botanical
Witch Hazel leaves and Rosemary rootIslands.
ment
is
safe
and
speedy
in
its
operation.
It
Drops,
evidently
with
the
greatest
advanstray
ar
We, the undersigned ship-masters, beg
used for internal humors ;
Z^AME into the enclosure of contains no mercurial or other deleterious in• tage.” He declares, to use his own words,
Pulverized Bayberry root bark ;
leave respectfully to represent to you, that
gredients,
so
common
in
many
of
the
popular
the subscriber, in August
« It is doing wonders for him,” and is,Jis it
Saxon Liquid Blueing—for blueing linen
we have frequent occasions to touch at these
3 .
ffcMw
last, a red mare, with black ointments in use.
clothes or dyeing;
Vegetable Ehxir.-This Elixir is usefu ini were,tl snatching him from the grave.
Islands for the purpose of trade, and pro
Buchu leaves, and in powder—a celebrated
yk
mane and tail, lame in the right
Numerous instances have occurred where
curing supplies for our ships, and have al shoulder. Said mare has been estray in this all cases of pain if taken inwardly or applied
article for Urinary diseases ;
persons
were
pining
away
a
miserable
ex

ways been accommodated with all kinds of town since April last. The owner is request externally. Directions accompany and envel
Real Irish Moss, with printed directions;
istence, nothing they could procure
j
.
refreshments, and been well treated by those ed to prove property, pay charges and take ope each vial.
Oatmeal flour.
Fine
Slippery
Elm,for
Poultices
—
Lhere
ing
them
permanent
relief,
until
they
had
STEPHEN TARBOX.
in authority. But we have suffered great her away.
never was an article introduced into the made use of the above invaluable Medicine. Preparations & Chemic
inconvenience, and frequently serious disad
Kennebunk-port, Sept. 1,1836.__________ “healing art” surpassing this, for burns, biles,
als, &e.
They are also the best Spring and Au
vantages, from the licenses which are given
cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulceis,
English Confection of Senna—a pleasant
to foreigners residing here, to retail ardent
tumnal
Physic.
inflamed and swelled breasts, and inflamma
Laxative ;
Price $1, or 6 bottles for $5.
tions generally. The Poultice is made in the
spirits to our crews.
.
.
The true fresh Lee’s Pills ;
[Price reduced to 25 cenis.]
ordinary way as you would any other poul
The numerous grog shops in Honelulu
Anderson’s, Family, Anti-Dyspeptic Pills; ,
HE
character
of
this
celebrated
Oint

tice,
with
milk
or
water,
cold
or
hot
as
the
DUMFRIES
’
REMEDY
FOR
are places io which the people under our
Female and Stomachic Pills;
ment
stands
unrivalled
for
being
a
safe,
case
may
require.
There
is
another
kind
command resort, when they enter port, and
The latter of which is a very efficient m
. speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
which is called superfine for internal use. Ail
pleasant remedy for most of the Bilious and
there becoming intoxicated, they are in con-. disease called the Itch-and for all kinds of may be had in any quantity of Charles Hol
sequence quarrelsome on shore and insubor-, pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar man, Penhallow-street, Portsmouth, N. H. .
NE of the best and most thorough Stomachic derangements which are fashion
ably termed liver complaints;
dinate on board ship ; and frequently leave ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
Superfine Powder of Elm Bark.—This arti
remedies known for this troublesome
The Stomachic pills generally increase the
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS, cle is a valuable specific in Pleurisy, Diar- complaint.
the ships, to the great embarrassment ol our
<
It has more perfectly answered appetite, when deficient ; cleanse and
which
are
so
eminently
useful
for
removing
rhoea,
Catarrh,
Dysentary,
Quinsy,
Consumpthe purpose for which it is intended than strengthen the stomach and regulate tw
business»
wuivu vz
- ----tion, Inflammation of the stomach, bowels, any other now in common use and affords
We suffer more from this cause in Oahu, an jaUndice andBillious complaints.
bowels.
throat,
&c.
Nothing
surpasses
it
for
external
than in anv other port in the Pacific Ocean,
supply isjust received, and J or sale by
immediate and permanent relief, both from
Head ache and Pile Pills;
anTuntethe King and Chiefs shall think
7
B/rLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk,
application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes,
Antalgic Plaster, for pain m thesideani
biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. Ims the disorder itself, and its accompanying back, weakness at the stomach “and lungs i
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
proper to adopt some measures to remove
Wholesale by W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
medicine is recommended by the first medi symptoms of pain in the loins, vertigo,
Anodyne Liniment^ one of the best exter
the evil, we shall feel it necessary, in justice ;and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whlt"]efteed¥’ cal gentlemen in our country for the above headache, lo. of appetite, indigestion,
neuuuouc, iwoo vj "¡'j''”-'
to ourselves and our people, and the ship jMarsh & Co. W. C. Stirnpson, Low and Reed J. r. complaints. Directions to each package.
M
mnrbc' nf ilPMllltVIr
. / »
I and other marks of debility.
Hall and others, Dru<r?ists in Boston, and all orders
pains and stiffness ;
owners in whose employ we sail, to refrain ^addressed ’to L. Thwins, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
Dr. Holman's Cough Syrup.—This cough
ff^Price $1 for both articles—Oint
Crude Borax, for Smith’s use ;
from visiting this port, except in case of ab
Syrup is a most valuable medicine for loos ment and Electuary—or 50 cents when but
Phosphorus ; Chlorate of Potash f
solute necessity ; but shall prefer some other
Uautwn.
j _ .. ening a hard dry cough, and for those who one only is wanted.
German Loco Focos ;
HE subscriber having purchased ot UR- are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val
port for our refreshments where ardent
London Lucifers, warranted;
KJ^None are genuine unless signed T.
lando Badger, the Patentee, the ex uable for children, in cases of whooping
spirits are not afforded. JUe therefore most
Prussiate Potash ; Prussic Acid;
KIDDER,
on
the
wrapper,
{sole
Proprie

clusive right of using, constructing and vend

cough, chin cough, &c.
Prot Acetate of Mercury; Black Oxide(Wm
earnestly request that no more licenses
ing the Patent Improved Feather Renovatoi,
Directions.—For grown persons, take from tor, and successor to Dr. Conway,) by
Iodide of Iron ; Tartrate do ;
may be granted to retailers of ardent spir for cleaning and dressing feathers,
for
the
teatneis, wi
Phosphoric Acid ; Oxalic do. for
»
its, that every grog shop be shut up, and County of York, hereby cautions all persons two to four spoonsfull, as the case may re whom they are for sale, at his Counting
quire. Children from one to two teaspoons- Room, No. 99, Court street, Boston, and brass with one quarter of the laboi.
your positive and frm prohibitions may against using or vending said machine wit in
Iodine and Hydriodate Potassa;
by his special appointment, by
said County, as every infringement of the full.
pass upon them.
Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal
Compound Syrup of Sarsaparilla;
,
BUR.LE1GH SMART, Kennebunk.
patent
which
comes
to
his
notice
will
e
Nursing Bottles and Tubes I Nw'«“.
When we shall learn that these things,
culated to correct the bile and create an ap
SAMUEL
POPE,
Kennebunk-port.
petite, by restoring the digestive powers ; and
and shields of various kinds ;
which we request for your good as well as prosecuted to the exte^“^e^W-LoRD.
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
Bed pans and Urinals; Issue Pea
I
may
be
freelv
used
both
as
a
restorative
and
our own, shall have been done, we shall
South Berwick, April 7,1836^_______ t£
to prevent disease. Directions with the vial.
case
for
Issues
and
Blisters
;
j
then prefer this port to any other which we
CAREY’S LIBRARY
skin, for chaps and scratches or superU
Holman's Drops for Fits.—K great number
OF
have been accustomed to visit, and shall
HE subscriber having contracted with of children afflicted with fits, arising from va
CHOICE LITERATURE
choose to come here, but not until t“60*
W Lip Salve— warranted to cure
the town of Kennebunk, to support rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases
AS now completed its first Six Months lips and nose, from colds, and vey _
So soon as it may be known that no ardent
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
of falling sick,ness, have been radically cured
of publication, and the publishers of for chaps and ring worm, or any cutan
spirits are sold here, we believe that, many gives notice, that he has made suitable pro by a proper use of this medicine. Directions j
fer the following works in testimony of the
more ships will resort here for refreshments vision for them at the Alms-House, and here accompany each vial.
.
. ( fulfilment of the promises made to the pub Indian Oil and Antique do.-for the hair,
than now do, and in consequence, a very by forbids all persons harboring or trusting
Holman's Essence of Cayenne.—1
lic in the original prospectus.
Indian Dye—for coloring the han,
any
of
the
Paupers
of
said
town
on
his
ac

great addition will be realized to the reven
valuable and pleasant preparation possesses Life of Sir James Mackintosh, by his Son.—
■
Otto of Rose Soap-a very fine artic
count
or
on
account
of
the
town,
as
he
will
every possible advantage over that in its Kincaid’s Rifle Brigade.—Characteristics of
ues of the government, from the harbor fees
and market; and a vastly larger amount of pay no bill for their supper^ warren_
crude state.
,
. Hindostan, by Miss Roberts.—One m a Thou tbcTmphof Soap—for imPr0’ia/f£'k’ ’
Dr. Holman's Cough Powder.—This cough sand, by G. P. R. James.—Rienzi, by E. L.
money be derived from these sources than
Cream of Amber-for pimpled faces,
powder is a most valuable remedy for com Bulwer. Random Recollections of the
Kennebunk, May 1, 1836.
from the licenses now granted.
Chemical Ink—for metallic pens.
mon colds, whooping cough, and coughs of
House of Commons.
Elijah Davis, Jared Gardner, Isaac
long standing. It has been long tested and is
CAUTION. .
The Second Volume has commenced
Groceries.
Brayton, Edward C. Barnard, Charles W.
HE public are hereby cautioned against recommended to the public as one of the with selections from The Dramas of Joanna
Cinnamon Bark ; Ground Cinn^ i
Coffin, John Proctor, John W. Pease,
purchasing a NOTE signed by me, most valuable medicines now in nse.
Baillie, and Confessions and Crimes, or Post
Cassia Buds ; Mace ; Oil ofNutm g
Beni. C. Chase, Richard Weeden, David
and Stephen Maddox, a minor, both of Ken-Direction.—Take half a teaspoonfull in mo humous Records of a London Clergyman— a
Oil of Lemon ; Essence of do.,
)W
work resembling in style, and supposed to be
Baker, George Allen, George Haggerty, nebunk-port, payable to benjamin Kenms- lasses on going to bed.
Extract of Mace-for r‘chnessand.
Dr. Holman's Jaundice Powders.— inis by the same author, as the celebrated Pales
order’.
Ebenezer Coleman, Benj. Worth, by J. W. ton, of Kennebunk-port,
of flavor superior to any spice i . ’
Kennebunk-port, June 22,1836, as said note powder is one of the best Jaundice prepara from the Diary of a Physician.
Extract of Orange and ^° ’ Gingeri
J?C<1S6
was obtained without any consideration, and tions now in use for this distressing complaint.
The First Volume can be had separate,
Essence of Rose and Rose watt .
Honolulu, Oahu, Nov. 20, 1835.
It
warms
and
cleanses
a
foul
stomach,
and
without subscribing to the work, upon the
will not be paid by me^^ ubrey
Pimento ; Preserved Gingei K <
i
produces a healthy state of the bile.
We would beg the attention of our own
remittance of $2 50 to the publishers.
Citron ; Dried Apricots, a superb
A
most
distressing
case
of
Jaundice
accom

city authorities, and all magistrates and leg
The Library is published weekly, contain
August 25, 1836.
■ _____ _
panied with great debility, was recently cured ing Twenty imperial octavo pages, and the f° Cured Cocoa ; Shells^: Chocolate■ , uSB
islators, to the cogent arguments and con
in this place, in the course of three days, by Literary Advertiser, which accompanies it,
HAY.
clusive reasoning of our countrymen, who
Welsh’s Gocoa Tea, designed i
the powder. Directions with the box.
four pages, and is bound up at the end of ev ofinvalids.
,BGSGH
U
for our convenience and profit, are in “ per
HE subscriber will purchase DAY as
Also a very general assortment of medicin ery volume. Price per annum, in advance,
Kennebunk, July 9,1836.
ils oft,” on the other side of the globe, and
usual.
WM. LORD.
al herbs, roots, leaves, &c. are constantly on 85.
Address,
respectfully and earnestly request them to
hand at wholesale and retail, at as accommo
Kennebunk, July 14.
E. L. CAREY & A. HART,
Clapboards
dating prices on commission or other ar
consider, whether the licensing of men to
Or, LOUISA. GODEY,
■pOR’sale by the subscriber^
carry on this destructive traffic at home is "DODDRIDGE’S FAMILY EXPOS- rangement, as at any other large establish
Philadelphia.
not the violation of the great principles of JU ITOR ; Wayland’s Moral Science ;
ment in the Union.
Dr. Holman is general Agent for that valBoyer’s French Dictionary;
Kennebunk, July 28.
religion and humanity, and in its influence
GUNS.
Fessenden’s Complete Farmer;
, uable medicine,
destructive alike to our own countrymen
The Backslider—or No. 5 of “ Ware s
BUSHELS CORNj®‘,te‘"
and to all in every part of the world who Scenes and Characters illustrating Christian FOSTER’S EGYPTIAN BALM OF LIFE.
LOT of GUNS for sale at a very low
ed and forate
or Nature’s Grand Genial Auxiliary ; a specifmay follow the example or in any way feel
price,
by
the
subscriber.
truth.”
.
. ic for Consumption, great bodily debility, old
P
’ J
WILLIAM LORD.
Kennebunk-port, July 23,l83®*
Children’s Books,—a complete assort and firmly rooted Coughs, Flatulency, Indi
its influence.
August 18,1836.
If any thing is looked upon with amaze ment, from one cent to one dollar each.
gestion and Bilious disorders, Costiveness and
For sale by
D. REMICH.
ment and with horror, at a future day, must

it not be the fact, that men, ca ed Chris
tians, were licensing, professedly for the
oublie good, their fellow men to carry on a
traffic which, by its whole influence, tends
to make wives widows, and children orphans, to bring multitudes to a
grave, and plunge them uncalled into all the
horrors of the drunkard’s eternity.
p sJ All editors of papers friendly to
the cause of humanity are requested to in
sert the above.—J°ur-

CHARLES HOLMAN,
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